Metriplectic dynamics couple a Poisson bracket of the Hamiltonian description with a kind of metric bracket, for describing systems with both Hamiltonian and dissipative components. The construction builds in asymptotic convergence to a preselected equilibrium state. Phenomena such as friction, electric resistivity, thermal conductivity and collisions in kinetic theories all fit within this framework. In this paper an application of metriplectic dynamics is presented that is of interest for the theory of control: a suitably chosen torque, expressed through a metriplectic extension of its "natural" Poisson algebra, an algebra obtained by reduction of a canonical Hamiltonian system, is applied to a free rigid body. On a practical ground, the effect is to drive the body to align its angular velocity to rotation about a stable principal axis of inertia, while conserving its kinetic energy in the process. On theoretical grounds, this example provides a class of non-Hamiltonian torques that can be added to the canonical Hamiltonian description of the free rigid body and reduce to metriplectic dissipation. In the canonical description these torques provide convergence to a higher dimensional attractor. The method of construction of such torques can be extended to other dynamical systems describing "machines" with non-Hamiltonian motion having attractors.
I. INTRODUCTION
This work is about a new feature of metriplectic dynamics [1] , an extension of the Hamiltonian formalism with dissipation that induces time-asymptotic convergence to equilibrium solutions. This convergence is realized in metriplectic dynamics by adding to the antisymmetric Poisson bracket a bilinear symmetric bracket with desirable properties. The resulting function algebra of observables, which will be seen to generate the evolution, satisfies the Leibniz derivation property with pointwise multiplication.
In particular, in metriplectic dynamics the total energy of the system, namely the Hamiltonian H, is conserved, while another functional, referred to as the entropy S, grows to its maximum. Thus, the dynamics effects the free-energy-like variational principle
(ζ a Lagrange multiplier) converging asymptotically to a desired equilibrium state. The metriplectic formalism has been identified for many finite and infinite-dimensional cases in which a Hamiltonian physical system is coupled to microscopic degrees of freedom, giving rise to dissipation. For example, the addition of the effects of collisions in the Vlasov kinetic theory [2] and effects of friction and thermal conduction in fluid [3] and magnetohydrodynamic [4] systems have been obtained. * massimo.materassi@isc.cnr.it † morrison@physics.utexas.edu
Here we focus on a particular finite-dimensional case, already introduced in [1] , in which the Hamiltonian system representing a free rigid body is perturbed with an external torque τ servo suitably designed to modify the angular momentum L without changing the energy of the system. In particular, the action of this torque makes the angular velocity ω converge to a free rotation around one principal axis.
The construction of [1] is based on the invariance of L 2 , a so-called Casimir invariant of the rigid body Poisson bracket that produces the Hamiltonian part of the system. As the torque applied must be a suitable function of the angular momentum τ servo = τ servo ( L), the technological solution imagined is a servo-motor, which we term a metriplectic servo-motor (MSM). The intriguing aspect of all this is that, due to the energy conservation, the MSM would re-direct without any power consumption, as τ servo · ω = 0.
The metriplectic rigid body system can be viewed in two ways: in terms of the three-dimensional Euler equations, the reduced system with variables ω as in [1] , or in terms of the unreduced system, the sixdimensional Hamiltonian system with canonical variables (χ, p), where χ denotes the Euler angles and p their canonically conjugate momenta. It is this latter system that is presented here for the first time.
The metriplectic dynamics of [1] in terms of ω relaxes to an asymptotic state of free rotation around a stable principal axis and thus has a point attractor. However, the system we propose here in terms of the (χ, p) relaxes to a cylinder, higher dimensional attractor. This observation leads to a systematic method for appending non-Hamiltonian terms to a canonical Hamiltonian system that give rise to systems with attractors. A correspondence between the Lie-Poisson systems, the standard classical form for macroscopic models of matter obtained upon reduction of canonical Hamiltonian systems (see e.g. [5] ), with the addition of metriplectic dissipation and their unreduced canonical systems with the addition of non-Hamiltonian yet reducible terms is made.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II a short review of metriplectic dynamics is presented. In Section III the application of the MSM to the free rigid body is described, first in terms of the phase space with the angular velocity ω (or equivalently L) as coordinates, then in Section IV in terms of the canonical variables (χ, p). In these sections it is shown that the rotation around a principal axis of inertia corresponds to an asymptotic equilibrium point in the ω space, while it is an attracting cylinder of periodic orbits in the canonical variables (χ, p). Section III includes numerical examples. Conclusions and further development of the present study, both in physical and technological senses, are drawn in Section V.
II. A REVIEW OF METRIPLECTIC DYNAMICS
As noted above, metriplectic dynamical systems are an extension of the usual Poisson bracket formulation of Hamiltonian systems. The aim of this extension is to obtain systems with a relaxation processes that conserves the Hamiltonian H while increasing an "entropy" S until an asymptotically stable equilibrium is reached. Thus, metriplectic dynamics provides a dynamical realization of laws of thermodynamics: the first law by conserving H, and the second law by increasing S until an equilibrium is reached.
Typically, one starts with a noncanonical Hamiltonian system of Hamiltonian H(z) and a degenerate Poisson bracket {., .}, z being the dynamical variables that are coordinates of a phase space that is a Poisson manifold (see e.g. [5] for review). The evolution of any observable A is given byȦ
Because {., .} is antisymmetric, if follows that H is conserved, along with usual Noether invariants I that satisfy {H, I} = 0 for the specific H of the system. For noncanonical Hamiltonian systems with degenerate Poisson brackets, there may be another invariant that has a null Poisson bracket with any other function of z; i.e.,
An invariant S of this type is called a Casimir invariant of the Poisson bracket. Observe, it is built into the Poisson bracket, and is necessarily conserved by the dynamics of (2) for any Hamiltonian one might have. In metriplectic dynamics Casimir invariants are candidate entropies, the choice of which determines the variational principle of (1) and consequently the state to which the system relaxes. In metriplectic dynamics the increase of entropy is assured by employing a symmetric bilinear bracket satisfying
In addition, the invariance of H is assured by the following degeneracy condition:
Just as Poisson brackets satisfy the Leibniz rule, we assume our symmetric bracket acts as a derivation in each argument.
The metriplectic dynamics that determines the evolution of an observable A is given in terms of a metriplectic bracket
where the second equality follows from the properties above and the definition F = H +ζS. We refer the reader to Section 4 of [7] for a more rigorous mathematical definition of metriplectic dynamics along with background references.
To reiterate, it is clear from the above properties that the dynamical systemż = z, F (z) will satisfẏ
with the inequality of (8) following fromṠ = ζ (S, S) in light of (4), provided ζ is chosen to be negative. Thus the Casimir invariant S plays the role of a Lyapunov functional and the asymptotic equilibrium ofż = z, F (z) is the extremum of the free energy F . The terminology free energy for F is natural, given the equilibrium thermodynamic analogy. The review of this section was written so as not to distinguished between the metriplectic dynamics of finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional systems (field theories). In the following section, an explicit finitedimensional example, a set of ordinary differential equations for the free rigid body, will be presented. This example illustrates the main point of the paper: how to amend a canonical Hamiltonian system in such a way that that it possesses relaxation to a limit cycle.
III. THE METRIPLECTIC SERVO-MOTOR FOR RIGID BODY
Now consider our example, a rigid body of inertia tensor σ with the three eigenvalues, principal moments of inertia, {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 }. As noted in the Introduction, the rigid body may be described via a phase space with canonical coordinates (χ, p), the set of the three Euler angles χ and their conjugate atmomenta p. In the absence of external torques, its Hamiltonian is merely its kinetic energy,
where recall L is the angular momentum of the rigid body. The three components of L form a closed noncanonical Poisson algebra, given by the Poisson tensor
where k ij is the purely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor and repeated summation over k is implied. Equation (10) defines the Lie-Poisson bracket defined on functions of L associated with the Lie algebra of rotations so(3). Because both the Poisson bracket and the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of L, the six dimensional system in terms of (χ, p) with the canonical Poisson tensor {χ i , p j } = δ ij , reduces to the three-dimensional one in terms of L alone, with the Hamiltonian
and the Poisson tensor given by (10). (See e.g. [5] for review.) In the reduced system the evolution of any observable A( L) have the noncanonical Hamiltonian dynamics,
Upon choosing the observable A to be L. (12) yields Euler's equations for the free rigid body, Due to the form of the Poisson bracket defined by
Thus, under the dynamics of (12) the Casimir C(L 2 ) is conserved and even if one altered H( L) by the addition of any function of L 2 , the evolution would remain unchanged. Thus, C(L 2 ) is available to be the entropy of our metriplectic system.
In order to construct a metriplectic system out of the Hamiltonian system (10) and (11), one that converges to a free rotation around one of its principal axes as an asymptoticly stable equilibrium while conserving H, a bracket of the general form
with a certain symmetric semi-definite tensor Γ( L) must be tailored to our needs. In particular, for energy conservation we require Γ have the degeneracy condition that ensures Γ · ∂H/∂ L = 0 for the H of (11). The simplest possible choice for the tensor Γ was chosen in [1] ,
is the angular velocity of the rigid body. In (15) Γ is proportional to the projector perpendicular to ∂H/∂ L; consequently, this choice fulfills the prescription of (5).
With the above Poisson and symmetric bracket choices, the metriplectic dynamics of an observable A( L) is given bẏ
is the chosen free energy. The metriplectic dynamics of (17) with (18) conserves H and varies C monotonically, until the free energy of (18) reaches its extremum, ∂F /∂ L = 0. This is a relaxation process to a configuration where the rigid body rotates about an inertial axis, because the extremum of F ( L) is realized for ω = −2ζC (L 2 ) L, with C = ∂C/∂L 2 , i.e. when the angular velocity of the rigid body and its angular momentum are aligned, viz.
Clearly, as I eq is a positive quantity, the factors in ζC L 2 must render it positive. Thus, C can serve as a Lyapunov function for this dynamics.
Because the metriplectic dynamics of (17) changes L, implicit in the dynamics is the equivalent of an external torque. In particular, the torque encoded in (12) is the following:
This torque must be applied from outside, but it depends on the instantaneous state of the rigid body through L or ω (which are simply related by (16)). In order to technologically realize this system one would require a servo-mechanism that constantly senses what the rigid body is precisely doing. Such a mechanism will be referred to as a metriplectic servo-motor (MSM). Remarkably, because τ servo · ω = 0, the mechanical power of the servo-motor vanishes, so that such a MSM could drive to the alignment of (19) for rigid body of any size with no power consumption, as far as the mechanical labor is concerned. Of course, as a τ servo depends on the condition of the rigid body, it must take some energy to measure, save, and react to this. Still, provided friction is minimized, so that the present metriplectic dynamics holds, the only energy cost of an engine producing the τ servo of (20) will be that of the actuation electronics measuring the angular momentum vector, calculating the suitable servo-torque and applying it by redirecting energy.
In the phase space of the vectors L, the reduced phase space, the equilibrium to which (17) tends is a point-like attractor for L, determined by
A posteriori one can see that if L is parallel to an eigendirection of σ, then d L/dt = 0. It is also possible to show that, if the eigenvalues of σ are ordered as
T is unstable. This is consistent with the stability of the free rigid body.
An important characteristic of the metriplectic formalism is that the dynamics may be designed to make the system relax to any stable equilibrium. In the present case, the Casimir C can be chosen to make the system relax to either L (1) , or to L (3) . This will be illustrated in numerical examples.
Figures 1-6 depict the evolution of the components of L (t) and the phase portrait in the L-space, for the metriplectic dynamics with the MSM. In this example, the Casimir C L 2 is chosen so that 2kC L 2 = 0.1, for different initial conditions relative to the presumed equilibrium points. The rigid body of moments of inertia are set equal to I 1 = 10, I 2 = 5 and I 3 = 1 in arbitrary units. Another example of MSM relaxation is shown in Figures 7-12 . Here, the conditions on C L 2 is changed to 2kC L 2 = −0.1, while all the remaining parameters, and initial conditions are kept the same. The figures show that, although for 2kC L 2 = 0.1 the system re-
T turns out to be the global stable attractor.
IV. ATTRACTOR -METRIPLECTIC REDUCTION
For metriplectic systems such as the example of Section III, points of asymptotic equilibria are 0-dimensional (point) attractors, while most interesting dissipative systems (e.g. electric circuits, ecological systems, etc.) have limit cycles and higher dimensional (possibly strange) attractors. We will see, however, that there is a correspondence between a point attractor of a metriplectic system and a higher dimensional attractor in a larger system.
Because metriplectic systems contain noncanonical Poisson brackets with Casimirs, obtained by reduction, it is natural to investigate the dynamics in the unre- duced system. Recognizing that the point attractors in a metriplectic systems are in fact Hamiltonian equilibrium points, for which the dissipative terms vanish, such points must correspond to solutions in the unreduced canonical Hamiltonian system. For our metriplectic system of Section III, we will show the point attractors correspond to attracting cylinders.
Perhaps, of even greater interest is to explore the special form of dissipative terms that can be added to canonical Hamiltonian systems and be reduced to metriplectic systems. Just as canonical Hamiltonian reduce to smaller noncanonical Hamiltonian systems, we pursue metriplectic reduction, i.e. systems that reduce to metriplectic systems. We will provide an example of metriplectic reduction by obtaining equations in terms of (χ, p) that reduce to the metriplectic dynamics of Section III. The equations obtained will possses the attracting cylinder.
The Hamiltonian ordinary differential equations governing the motion of the free rigid body in the variables (χ, p) can be found in many textbooks. Here we use the notation of [5] , to which we will refer. The canonical Hamiltonian equations are given by
where the various contractions are evident upon making use of the canonical Poisson bracket and Hamiltonian of (9). The matrix A (χ) of (22) gives the linear, angle dependent and inertia dependent relationship between p and ω, as
Alternatively, in terms of the time derivatives of the Euler angles, ω can be expressed as ω = D (χ) · χ (see Figure  13 and [5] ) where
Using the above formulae, Equations (22) do indeed reduce to the equations of motion for ω obtained by inserting ω in (12). Thus, there is a correspondence between the solutions of the two formulations. The beauty of Euler's reduction is that one need not solve all six equations at once, but one can solve first for the three components of ω, then afterwards solve for the time dependence of the three angles χ. Because of (16), one can use ω or L interchangebly -in this section we will use ω.
Consider the particular equilibrium angular velocity
corresponding to the rigid body rotating around theê 2 axis. If the momentum I 2 is either the largest or the smallest eigenvalue of σ, then ω * in (25) is an asymptotically stable point in the phase space of the angular velocities. Placing (25) into (22), and considering ω = A (χ)· p, we find that the corresponding velocities of the Euler angles, T . The system is seen to relax to L (3) as designed.
A possible, particularly understandable, solution of (26), is
The solution (27) represents a uniform rotation around the node line, that will coincide with the new "X-axis" defined by χ 3 = 0 at every time. The canonical momentum corresponding to ω * is the vector p
This p * and the aforementioned χ * form a solution of the ODEs (22) in the space of canonical variables (χ, p), as they correspond to the ω * solving the Hamilton equations in the ω-space.
What happens to this trajectory as it is approached under the metriplectic dynamics? To understand this, one would need to know the pre-image of the terms that T , as in Figure 11 .
map into those of the symmetric bracket under the reduction map. To understand this recall from (23) thaṫ
When the canonical Hamiltonian equations of (22) foṙ χ and˙ p are substituted into the above, the righthand side collapses down to a function of ω alone. We seek dissipative terms that can be added to the equations of (22) such that when we again substituteχ and˙ p the right hand side of (29) again becomes a function of ω alone and adds the metriplectic dissipation terms produced by the symmetric bracket of the metriplectic dynamics of Section III. Achieveing this would be a case of metriplectic reduction.
Since dissipation often appears only in the˙ p equation, for simplicity we do this here, call it ∆ p (χ, p), and explore the consequences. Comparison with the metriplectic dissipation of (21) yields the following:
and the unreduced equations have the form
Thus we have obtained an example of metriplectic reduction.
It is possible to see that the curve (27) and (28) in the full canonical phase space of the rigid body solves the total system of (31), because the metriplectic term ∆ p can be shown to vanish, as it must, when evaluated on (χ * (t) , p * ). This is due to the fact that the matrix
has the vector
in its kernel. Hence, one may state that, once on this orbit, the rigid body will remain there even in the presence of metriplectic MSM torque.
As mentioned before, if I 2 is either the maximum or the minimum eigenvalue of σ, the point (25) represents a stable equilibrium point for the Hamiltonian free rigid body, and is an asymptotically stable point for its metriplectic counterpart. If the canonical variables (χ, p) are adopted, the corresponding (χ * (t), p * ) is periodic orbit of the system that lies in an attracting cylinder. In order to check this, we expand (31) in (δχ, δ p) around (χ * (t), p * ) giving rise to the perturbations (δχ 2 , δp 2 ) decoupling from the others,
Thus,
gives rise to a neighboring cycle that is swept starting from an adjacent point and with an adjacent velocity. As one moves up the cylinder (increasing p 2 ) the frequency of rotation around the cylinder increases. Because this decoupled eigenvalue problem has zero eigenvalues, the solution is not attracting within the cylinder but has a neighboring rotational state. The other variables evolve according to the following system of linear equtions:
where the assumption β = kC L 2 (χ * , p * ) has been made. The study of the system (36) gives the expected results, viz. the perturbations of the limit cycle (27) and (28) tend to zero with time as I 1 − I 2 and I 1 − I 3 have the same sign, i.e. as the body nearly rotates around a principal axis with either maximum or minimum moment of inertia. This properly represents how the point-like equilibrium (19) in the reduced phase space turns into an attracting cylinder in the complete canonical phase space. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have briefly reviewed metriplectic systems, the extension of Hamiltonian systems that includes dissipation that pushes the system to asymptotically stable equilibrium points while maximizing entropy at fixed energy. The example of a rotating rigid body was described and the control theory implication of the metriplectic servo-motor, where metriplectic dissipation may drag the angular velocity to align with one of its principal axes of inertia, without the dissipation of mechanical energy, was discussed. Several numerical examples depicting this relaxation were shown. A formulation of the rigid body metriplectic system in terms of canonical variables, the Euler angles and their conjugate momenta, was also given and the idea of metriplectic reduction was introduced, whereby canonical systems with appropriate dissipation are reduced to metriplectic systems. Given the wide interest in various kinds of attractors across many fields of science, it is interesting that the unreduced rigid body system has an attracting cylinder of periodic orbits.
There are many avenues for future work. Given that many of the partial differential equations that describe plasmas and fluids possess metriplectic formulations, calculations analogous to the ones done here can be done in the infinite-dimensional context for these systems. In particular, metriplectic reduction can be explored for these systems. Our example of metriplectic reduction was only a special case, even for our finite system, and the general investigation of reducible systems awaits. Since the early work of [8] reduction has been placed in a Lie group setting. It is quite clear that there is such a symmetry group theory interpretation of metriplectic reduction and this will the subject of future research.
